Getting started
with Workato

INTRODUCTION

Welcome to Workato!
You want to be more efficient. We want to support you on that journey.
Workato combines an enterprise-grade workflow automation platform with the
ease of use expected from consumer apps, enabling biz users and IT to quickly
build automation across cloud and on-premise apps.
Using Workato Recipes, you can create low-code or no-code workflows in minutes.
Refer to docs.workato.com for complete documentation.
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What is a recipe?
Recipes are the building blocks of any automation in Workato. They are
automated workflows built by users that can span multiple applications.
A recipe is made up of one Trigger, one or more Actions, and Connections.

Trigger
The trigger determines when your
automation will be executed.

Actions
Your actions determine what work
will be performed automatically.
The kinds of actions you can
take are dependent on your
connections.

Connections
Connections are your integrated
services involved with the
automation. Workato offers
over 1000 connectors to popular
applications, such as Jira and
Salesforce.
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Triggers
Trigger capabilities depend on their connections but can be more broadly categorized by:
1.

Trigger Mechanisms: when triggers check for new events

2. Dispatch Methods: how triggers group new events

TRIGGER MECHANISMS
Polled: Periodically queries
app to see if new events are
available.

Single: Useful for continuous
real-time synchronization of
data.

Real-time: Instantaneous when
event occurs in app.

Batch: Used for increasing
throughput, as trigger events
are retrieved in lists.

Scheduled: At regular intervals
of time.
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D I S PATC H M E T H O D S

Steps & Actions
After the initial trigger, recipe steps contain Actions or control flow statements that help you
describe automation logic.

Action in an app: Carry out
operations in your target app, like
create, update or search.

IF condition: Commits action(s)
if a condition you define is true.
Otherwise, continues to next step.

IF/ELSE condition: Commits action(s) if a condition you define is true. Otherwise
commits a step you define, then continues to the next step.
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Repeat action: Repeats action(s)
for each item in a list. Ensures every
item in the list is processed.

Call recipe: Runs a callable recipe.
Can be thought of as function calls in
programming language.

Stop job: Ends a single job from
being processed further. Can be
configured to mark the job as failed
or successful.

Handle errors: Monitor for errors,
retry a sequence of actions, and/or
take remedial actions, like sending
notifications.

Connections
A connection is created when a user authenticates with the app via Workato, and gives Workato
permission to access the data. Workato offers connections to over 1000 apps and internal recipe
tools and utilities, making it easy for you to automate integrations and workflows.
You can connect to apps, tools, and utilities when you create your recipes or through the App
Connections menu option in the Workato platform.

In this example, clicking on the Connect button
generates a popup that requests for Salesforce
login credentials. Refer to docs.workato.com
for connection instructions.
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Passing Data Between Systems
Every step, including triggers, brings data into
the recipe. This data is made available in the
recipe via Recipe Data.
Any connection included in your recipe can
pass data between systems, like your Slack
workspace and your Jira instance, using

The recipe data box (pictured below) contains
Datapills, variables of data provided from
connections, that are used as vehicles to move
data from one system to another in a process
called Field Mapping.

recipe data.

D ATA P I L L
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Passing Data Between Systems
Field Mapping and Input Fields
Let’s say you’re creating a recipe that monitors Jira to see if comments are being added to Jira
issues and automatically adds those comments to associated Salesforce cases. You also want to
send a Slack message when comments are added.

D ATA
MAPPING

When designing the recipe, datapills for Jira’s issue
information are dragged to the Input Field of the
action describing what text should be posted in Slack
when the trigger event occurs.
This is just one example of how to map data through
the use of recipe data and input fields. Recipes can
contain dozens of data mappings utilizing many
connections.
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Data Types & Transformations
Strings
Numbers
Dates
Lists
Boolean

Each datapill has an associated Data Type. You can
see each data type icon indicated next to datapills
and input fields. When mapping datapills to input
fields, it is important to match data types whenever
possible.
But what if you’re trying to pass data from one app
to another and the same data is presented differently
between the two?

For example, what if you’re trying to record a date from one app that is expressed as “01/01/2021”
and another app which only interprets the date as “Fri, 01 Jan 2021”?
This is where Data Transformations come
into play. Data transformation is the process
of changing or enriching data so fields from
one app can be mapped to another. This is
done using the Formula Mode option above
input fields.
DATA

Current time
Current time, transformed

15 days from now

Day of the week, next year
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FORMULA

OUTPUT

“2021-01-01 T08:27:142-07:00”
“January 1, 08:27AM”

“January 15, 08:27AM”

“Saturday”

Recipe Tools & Utilities
Not all recipes need to reference an external app via a connection. Workato supports many
internal functions used as their own actions. Below is a short list of commonly used recipe tools
and utilities you might find useful during your automation development.
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Want to learn more?
Join the Workato Automation Institute to take these popular courses and others.

Automation
Pro II

Automation
Pro I
Learn the basics of
automating your
business.

More advanced
and hands-on
automation
techniques.

Workbot for
Slack
Make your first
Workbot in Slack.

Using Callable
Recipes
Use a common
set of repeatable
actions quickly, in
any Workato recipe.

A U T O M AT E T H E W * R K O U T O F E V E R Y T H I N G

Workato Automation Institute
www.workato.com/institute
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